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“Truth is that which compels acceptance.”
“Talk of the Town”
The New Yorker
during the Nixon era
“Some want to inflate everything into all truth.”
William Carlos Williams
as reported by Robert Coles
Three Penny Review, Winter 1982
“I’d hate to stick a label on anyone; labels come off, anyway,
after a while, though I suppose we all get a kick out of looking at
them for a few minutes.”
William Carlos Williams
“I am continually amazed by how much more penetrating have
been the analyses by non-scientists into scientific maters than
those by most scientist themselves. Sensitive insight and great
scope are eventually not usually a matter of scientific training
or disposition.”
Ernest Becker
Escape from Evil, p.106
“When art shows only how and what, it is trivial entertainment,
whether optimistic or despairing. When it asks why, it rises
from more emotional response to real statement, and to
intelligent ethical choice. It becomes not a passive reflection, but
an act.”
Ursula K. Le Guin
The Language of the Night, p. 219
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“What is truly alive stops before nothing and ceaselessly seeks
answers to absurd, childish questions. Let the answers be wrong,
let the philosophy be mistaken – errors are more valuable than
truths: truth is of the machine, error is alive; truth reassures,
error disturbs. And if answers be impossible of attainment, all
the better! Dealing with answered questions is the privilege of
brains constructed like a cow’s stomach, which, as we know, is
built to digest crud.”
Yevgeny Zamyatin
“On Literature, Revolution, Entropy, and Other
Matters”
A Soviet Heretic, Essays by Yevgeny Zamyatin
edited and translated by Mirra Ginsburg
University of Chicago Press, 1974
“To avoid error is a poor idea! If we do not tackle problems
which are so difficult that error is almost unavoidable, then
there would be no growth of knowledge. In fact, it is from our
boldest theories, including those which are erroneous, that we
learn most. Nobody is exempt from making mistakes; the great
thing is to learn from them.”
Karl R. Popper
Objective Knowledge: An Evolutionary
Approach
Rev. Ed., p. 186
“Despite all disclaimers, it is only when science asks why, instead
of simply describing how, that it becomes more than technology.
When it asks why, it discovers Relativity. When it only shows
how, it invents the atomic bomb, and then puts its hands over its
eyes and says, My God! What have I done?
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> search for disconfirming evidence
> multiple hypotheses
Method (of T.C. Chamberlin, 1890)
“The key is to make an active search for disconfirming evidence.
Without this search, disconfirming evidence is often ignored,
misinterpreted, or misused.”
“The method of multiple hypotheses, first suggested by T.C.
Chamberlin in 1890, can be used to change one’s role from
advocate of a particular belief to arbiter among various
competing viewpoints. When using multiple hypotheses,
disconfirming evidence for one hypothesis could be
confirming evidence for another hypothesis.”
J. Scott Armstrong, “The Seer-Sucker Theory:
The Value of Experts in Forecasts”
Technology Review, June 1980, pp. 23-24

[Creativity and Science]
“What blocks a solution is the overly narrow and singleminded concentration upon a single matrix or frame of
reference. … Not until you step back from the problem to take
another approach, or as the French say, reculer pour mieux
sauter, can an additional frame be discovered that will
qualify the question being asked. It is when we are relaxed,
off-guard, and the ego is resting, that additional frames of
reference bubble to the surface of consciousness.”

“Metaphors can “stand in” for later connections; they are
heuristic devices (devices that ‘lead to discovery’) …
metaphors which reveal ‘the likeness of unlike categories,’
may serve as preliminary bisociations.”
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[Metaphor, hence theory, comes before the data.] “We
confuse what Abraham Kaplan calls the reconstructed logic
of scientific discovery (i.e., its defence) with the logic of
discovery. ‘The bridge,’ says Koestler, ‘is actually built before
the pillars that hold it up.’”
Maps of the Mind
paraphrasing Arthur Koestler, p. 102
“In our kind of social system, we contrast mystical ideas with
rational thought. Where mystical ideas are synthetic and
metaphoric, one thing piled on top of another in ambiguity
and confusion, rational thought depends upon analysis and
metonymic association, upon taking complexities to pieces
and looking at each of them in turn, one at a time, one
after another. The links between the pieces are logical and
mechanical like the relationships which bring together the
various named components of the human anatomy; by
contrast, the links between the component elements of
mystical ideas are quite arbitrary and depend simply upon
the assertion of similarity or identity.
“Our literature, high technology, ‘scientific’ system attempts,
to an unusual degree, to keep the metonymic and
metaphoric poles of thinking apart, but besides that, our
modern education leads us to deny that poetic (metaphoric)
imagery can lead to any sort of truth. Scientific method is a
procedure for eliminating metaphoric error.”
Edmund Leach
Not Work Alone: A Cross-cultural View of
Activities Superfluous to Survival
Ed. By Jeremy Cherfas and Roger Lewin
Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1980, p. 222
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“I believe that theory – at least some rudimentary theory or
expectation – always comes first; that it always precedes
observation; and that the fundamental role of observations
and experimental tests is to show that some of our theories
are false, and so to stimulate us to produce better ones.
“Accordingly, we do not start from observations but always
from problems — either from practical problems or from a
theory which has run into difficulties. Once we are faced
with a problem, we may begin to work on it. We may do so by
attempts of two kinds: we may proceed by first attempting to
guess or to conjecture a solution to our problem; and we may
then attempt to criticize our usually somewhat feeble guess.
… We find that even the best solutions — those able to resist
the most severe criticism of the most brilliant and ingenious
minds — soon give rise to new difficulties, to new problems.
Thus, we may say that the growth of knowledge proceeds from
old problems to new problems, by means of conjectures and
refutations. ”
Karl Popper
Objective Knowledge, Rev. Ed., p. 258

[How to get better acquainted with a problem]
“My answer is very simple: by producing an inadequate
theory and by criticizing it. Only in this way can come to
understand the problem. For to understand a problem
means to understand its difficulties; and to understand its
difficulties means to understand why it is not easily soluble
— why the more obvious solutions do not work. … We proceed
from bad solutions to better ones.
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“…if we have worked on a problem long enough, and
intensively enough, we begin to know it, to understand it, in
the sense that we know about what kind of guess or
conjecture or hypothesis will not do at all, because it simply
misses the point of the problem, and what kind of
requirements would have to be met by any serious attempt to
solve it. In other words, we begin to see the ramifications of
the problem, its sub-problems, and its connection with other
problems. (It is only at this stage that a new conjectured
solution should be submitted to the criticism of others, and
perhaps even published.)”
Karl Popper
Objective Knowledge, Rev. Ed., p. 260
[Romer’s Rule]
“The initial survival value of a favorable innovation is
conservative in that it renders possible the maintenance of a
traditional way of life in the face of changed
circumstances.”
Charles F. Hockett and Robert Ascher
“The Human Revolution”
in Yehudi Cohen’s Man in Adaption:
The Biosocial Background
Chicago: Aldine, 1968, p. 216
Quoted in William Irwin Thompson,
Evil and World Order, p. 7
“Let us beware of the plight of our colleagues, the behavioral
scientists, who by use of a proliferating jargon have painted
themselves into a corner – or isolation ward – of
unintelligibility.”
Barbara Tuchman
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[Creative People]
“Highly creative people … enjoy … puzzles, paradoxes, and
anomalies, [are] sceptical about logical reasoning, [have]
‘sleep-walking’ propensities, [have]… an aesthetic and
emotional feel for the harmony of ideas, [have]… seemingly
tangential and discursive styles of thought, [make]
…intuitive leaps across boundaries, and [have wide]
breadth of knowledge.”
Maps of the Mind
paraphrasing Arthur Koestler, pp. 102-103
“…[A] celebration needs no cerebration, no excuses or
rationalization. A celebration is its own reason for being,
as you find out once you get there. The heart has its reasons
which reason doesn’t know, and a celebration such as this
has its own reasons, its own strange laws and lifespan; it is a
real thing, an event, an entity, and we here, long after, in
our separate ways and places, will look back on it and recall
it as a whole. And if there were bad moments in it, if some of
us got drunk and some of us got angry, and some of us had
to make speeches, and others of us got horribly bored by the
speeches – still, I think the chances are that we’ll look back
on it with some contentment, because the essential element
of a celebration is praise; and praise rises out of joy. When
you come right down to it, we’re all here to enjoy ourselves.
The Language of the Night
Ursula K. Le Guin, p. 224
“The practice of art is, in its absolute discipline, the
experience of absolute freedom.”
Le Guin, p. 230
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“All art is entertainment … Therefore, I totally oppose the
notion that you can put Art over here on a pedestal, and
Entertainment down here in a clown suit. Art and
Entertainment are the same thing, in that the more deeply
and genuinely entertaining a work is, the better art it is. To
imply that Art is something heavy …

“…time, our most inward dimension, which is so difficult to
experience consciously, but without which we are utterly
disoriented and astray in the seemingly so familiar external
dimensions of space.”
Le Guin, p. 233
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“Creative people have a sense of problem bracketing. That is,
they know that when an issue is fundamental but cannot be
settled, they must put it aside – bracket it – at least for a
while and concentrate on work that can be done.

“Creative people use their skills to devise environments that
foster their work. They must invent new peer groups
appropriate to their projects. Being creative means striking
out in new directions and not accepting ready-made
relationships, which take stamina and a willingness to be
alone for a while.”

“For the creative person, the greatest fun is the work.”

“Most psychologists tend to be too verbal. They aren’t
interested in the visual language of science … Visualization
is an image at wide scope.”

“The people do not lose sight of their objectives. Ergo, they
are not fanatical workaholics.”
Breakaway Minds, by Howard Gruber,
interviewed by Howard Gardner in
Psychology Today, July 1981
[To not know one’s history is more than forgetting one’s roots.
It is to lose one’s sense of connection with the past and hence of the future. One
needs a sense of continuity for a sense of meaning in life. Continuity relates to
symbolic immortality.
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The totalitarian state distorts the past, and “forgets” and masks the true history,
so people feel unconnected with their own past, and therefore more dependent
upon the state or the powers that be.]
[Cardinal Newman’s Definition of a University]
That a baccalaureate degree is not career training, nor
character development—not technical experience —but “the
power of viewing many things at once as whole and
referring them severally to their places in the universal
system, and understanding their respective values, and
determining their mutual dependence.”
Quoted by Raymond Merritt in Civil Engineer
ASCE, November 1981, p. 72
“Exaltation is the offspring of success.
Wistfulness is the offspring of failure.”
G. Clark, A Man’s Research, p. 253
“Why have architects and planners failed in their designs for
buildings and cities? Because [Margaret Mead] said, they
have divorced themselves from their clients and consequently
have lost that unquantifiable but salient factor known as
‘human scale.’ She called the problem ‘designing at a
distance,’ the attempt by building professionals to create
structures for people they had never met or did not respect
…When buildings are built by people who wouldn’t demean
themselves by living there, the buildings are ugly,’ she said.”
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“The loss of human scale, said Mead, also led to another
problem – the tendency of those responsible for building
houses and cities to treat them as consumer items: so many
housing units produced each year, creating so many jobs,
contributing so many dollars to the economy. Nowhere in
this equation is there mention of the non-productive aspects
of houses and cities, their contribution to the quality of life
on the people who inhabit them. Instead, they are looked
upon as items for sale, not homes that give people dignity
and a greater sense of humanity.”
Margaret Mead: A Voice for the Century
by Robert Cassidy
pp. 119-120
“To learn is to find meaning in data and deeds, a meaning
that occurs à propos of some assumed reality in which one is
concerned.”
John William Miller, The Philosophy of History:
With Reflections and Aphorisms
New York: W.W. Norton, 1981, p. 13
“History is one of the modes of learning that no one can
avoid.”
Miller, p. 14
“If we imagine a present lacking identity with the past, and
– what is the same thing – with no respect for it, we forgo all
knowledge of our power and capacities. We do not know who
we are, or what we are capable of, for good or for ill, apart
from what has been done. And so, Ortega y Gasset says in a
key sentence, ‘Man, in a word, has no nature; what he has is
history.’ And again, ‘What nature is to things, history, res
gestae, is to man.’”
Miller, p. 16
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol85/iss85/8
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[Integrity is a right-hemispheric honesty and hold-fastness to one’s intuition.
Its left-hemispheric counterpart, unfortunately, is dogmatism.
Dogmatism is for the scientist an attempt to institutionalize intuitive insights, and
for the religious the institutionalization of bicameral insights.]
“[Morris R. Cohen] cautioned against the fanaticism of
virtue. … With an eye on those who believed that piecemeal
reforms were inadequate, a compromise with the ideals of
the good society, he would speak of the injustices that could
result from the quest for absolute justice. He even criticized
the moral extremism of Kant, who would rather permit the
world to be destroyed than tolerate the unjust punishment
and suffering of the innocent. He put things in perspective
by reminding us that ‘we must all be prepared to suffer and
be punished for the sins of others; otherwise, we are not
entitled to the benefits which we all do derive from the virtue
of others.’”
Sidney Hook, “Morris R. Cohen – Fifty Years
Later”
in Masters: Portraits of Great Teachers,
ed. By Joseph Epstein (1981) p. 40

[Concerning morality in fairy tales]
“In this labyrinth where it seems one must trust to blind
instinct, there is, von Franz points out, one – only one –
consistent rule or “ethic”: ‘ Anyone who earns the gratitude of
animals, or whom they help for any reason, invariably wins
out. This is the only unfailing rule that I have been able to
find.’
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“Our instinct, in other words, is not blind. The animal does
not reason, but it sees. And it acts with certainty; it acts
‘rightly,’ appropriately. That is why all animals are beautiful.
It is the animal who knows the way, the way home. It is the
animal within us, the primitive, the dark brother, the shadow
soul, who is the guide.”
Ursula K. Le Guin
of Marie Louis von Franz (a Jungian),
The Problem of Evil in Fairy Tales, p. 67
“… in the businessman’s value system, if an act does not bring
an immediate, tangible profit, it has no justification at all.
Thus, the only person who has an excuse to read Tolstoy or
Tolkien is the English teacher, because he gets paid for it. But
our businessman might allow himself to read a best-seller now
and then: not because it is a good book, but because it is a
best-seller. It is a success; it has made money. To the strangely
mystical mind of the money changer, this justifies its
existence; and by reading it he may participate, a little, in
the power and mana of success. If this is not magic, by the
way, I don’t know what is.”
Ursula K. Le Guin
The Language of the Night: Essays on
Fantasy and Science Fiction, pp. 40-41
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“Imagination means free play of the mind, both intellectual;
and sensory. By ‘play’ I mean recreation, re-creation, and
the recombination of what is known into what is new. By
‘free’ I mean that the action is done without an immediate
object of profit -- spontaneously. That does not mean,
however, that there may not be a purpose behind the free
play of the mind, a goal; and the goal may be a very serious
object indeed. Children’s imaginative play is clearly a
practicing at the acts of emotions of adulthood; a child who
did not play would not become mature. As for free play of
the adult mind, its result may be War and Peace or the
theory of relativity.
“To be free, after all, is not to be undisciplined. I should say
that the discipline of the imagination may in fact be the
essential method of technique of both art and science. It is
our Puritanism, insisting that discipline means repression
and punishment, which confuses the subject. To discipline
something, in the proper sense of the word, does not mean to
repress it, but to train it – to encourage it to grow, and act,
and to be fruitful, whether it is a peach tree or a human
mind.”
“Fake realism is the escapist literature of our time.” [Because
people are afraid of their imagination and sterile genres are reassuring!]
Le Guin, p.42
“The truest answer is, ‘The use of it is to give you pleasure
and delight.’”
Le Guin, p.43
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“…did you ever notice how very gloomy Mr. Onassis and Mr.
Getty and all those billionaires look in their photographs?
They have a strange, pinched look, as if they were hungry. As
if they were hungry for something, as if they had lost
something and were trying to think where it could be, or
perhaps what it could be, what it was they’ve lost. Could it be
their childhood?”
Le Guin, pp. 43-44

[The Self as seen by Alexander Lowen]
The need for self-expression underlies all creative activity
and is the source of our greatest pleasure…The self is
experienced through self-expression, and the self fades when
avenues of self-expression are closed.
The self is fundamentally a body phenomenon, and selfexpression therefore means the expression of feeling. The
deepest feeling is love, but all feelings are part of the self and
can be appropriately expressed by a healthy personality.
Depression and the Body: The Biological
Basis of Faith and Reality, Baltimore,
Penguin Books, Ltd. 1972, pp. 27-28
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“In the nineteenth century the polarities of culture were the
romantic artist and the industrial engineer. Then Shelley
could say that ‘poets are the unacknowledged legislators of
the world.’ But now that is no longer true.
“In the shift from civilization to planetization it is the
mystic who has become the unacknowledged legislator of the
world: a Sri Aurobindo or a Teilhard de Chardin, and not a
Norman Mailer or an Andy Warhol. The artist cannot save
civilization, and in the search for form it is not the artist
who will discover and create the new culture.
“We have lived long enough with the myth of The Artist, and
now that the paintings decorate banks and the poems lead
to suicide, it is time to move on and let the artist remain
behind, whimpering in the corners of his ego.
“In abandoning The Artist, we will not lose the beautiful, we
will regain the beauty the artist lost sight of.”
William Irwin Thompson, Evil and World
Order,
New York: Harper Colophon, 1976, p. 15

[Robert Frost on poetry]
“It begins in delight, it inclines to the impulse, it assumes
direction with the first line laid down, it runs a course of
lucky events, and ends in a clarification of life – not
necessarily a great clarification, such as sects and cults are
founded on, but a momentary stay against confusion. It has
denouncement.”
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[The only questions that really matter are the ones you ask yourself.]
[Absolute freedom is absolute responsibility. The writer’s job … is to tell the
truth. The writer’s truth – nobody else’s. It is not an easy job…]
You know how hard it is to say to somebody, just anybody you
know, how you really feel, what you really think – with
complete honesty? You have to trust them; and you have to
know yourself: before you can say anything near the truth.
And it’s hard. It takes a lot out of you.
You multiply that by thousands; you remove the listener, the
live flesh-and-blood friend you trust, and replace him with a
faceless unknown audience of people who may possibly not
exist; and you try to write the truth to them, you try to draw
a map of your innermost mind and feelings, hiding nothing
and trying to keep the distances straight and the altitudes
right and the emotions honest … And you never succeed. The
map is never complete, or even accurate. You read it over
and it may be beautiful but you realize that you fudged
here, and smeared there, and left this out, and put in some
stuff that isn’t really there at all, and so on – and there is
nothing to do then but say OK; that’s done; now I come back
and start a new map, and try to do it better, more truthfully.
Ursula K. Le Guin
The Language of the Night
Only the hand that erases
Can write the true thing.
Meister Eckhart
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“What I’ve been doing is trying to do country, so you don’t
remember the words after you read it but actually have the
Country. It is hard because to do it you have to see the
country all complete all the time you write, and not just
have a romantic feeling about it. It is swell fun.”
Hemingway, Selected Letters 1917-1961
letter to Edward J. O’Brien
about “Big Two-Hearted River” 1924
“We work in the dark – we do what we can – we give what we
have. Our doubt is our passion, and our passion is our task.
The rest is the madness of art.”
Henry James, 1892
from the Short Works of Henry James
intro Dean Flower, NY: Harper Row 1966

[Erich Jantsch - poetic almost mystical, teleological]
“Self-transcendence, the evolution of evolutionary
processes…”
Erich Jantsch
The Self-Organizing Universe: Scientific and
Human
Implications of the Emerging Paradigm of
Evolution,
p. 307
“Life, and especially human life, now appears as a process of
self-realization.”
“In self-transcendence the opening up of new levels of selforganization – of new levels of the mind - the cord of
consciousness becomes richer.”
Erich Jantsch
pp. 307-308
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2021
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“Meaning becomes the moving force of self-transcendence,
which reaches beyond the limited horizon and longs for the
whole.”
Erich Jantsch
p. 309
“Meaning emerges from a sense of connectedness.…an act of
self-transcendence. A farther-reaching urge for meaning
looks at sequences of generations, peoples, civilizations, the
overall evolution of mankind and even the whole universe.
The need for meaning proves to be a powerful, autocatalytic
factor in the evolution of human consciousness – and thus
indeed of the evolution of mankind and the universe.”
Erich Jantsch
p. 309
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[Power 8/8/82]
“But where faith unites, power divides.”
Alexander Lowen, Depression and the Body,
p. 205
[Paradox of power]
“People seek power for a sense of security
But can never have enough to have absolute security.”
“The trust in power to guarantee security is an illusion
which undermines true faith in life and leads inevitably to
destruction. Besides the fact that one can never have
enough power, there is also the possibility of its loss.
“Unlike faith, power is an impersonal force and not part of a
person’s being. It is liable to be appropriated by another
person or another nation. Since people covet power, the man
who possesses it is an object of envy. If anything, he cannot
rest secure, since he knows that others are eternally
scheming or manipulating to wrest his power from him.
“Thus, power creates a strange contradiction: While it seems
to provide a degree of external security, it also creates a
state of insecurity both within the individual and in his
relation to others.”
[If everyone has similar level of power then there is no envy (a middle-class
democracy).]
“… [Responsibility] is not blame; it is the ability to respond,
which comes out of being present in the moment.”
Steven Levine, Who Dies? (Garden City:
Anchor Books)
(As reported in Coevolution Quarterly no.34
Summer 1982, p.87)
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2021
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[Non-consciousness and faith - 8/8/82]
“Few people place all their reliance on faith as, for example,
an animal does. Every wild animal lives in the faith that
tomorrow will bring the necessities for its survival. It goes to
sleep with no anxiety about its future. Of course, an animal
doesn’t know that the future can bring disaster. It lives
mainly in present time. Its consciousness does not embrace
the past or the future except to a very limited extent. Its
faith is not conscious either, it is an expression of its life
force. We human beings, with our awareness of time,
mortality, illness and insecurity, cannot fully depend upon
faith alone to ensure our survival.”
Alexander Lowen, Depression and the Body, p.
203
[The key is to find a new myth – a symbolic/immortality support system – so that
people can believe that their small actions are part of a greater whole – that their
actions add to the larger – that their actions build toward the future – that they
are positively connected to life. ‘Life’ then is the new myth – in the best sense of
the word. 3/31/87]
“If you deny any affinity with another person or kind of
person, if you declare it to be wholly different from yourself—
as men have done to women, and class has done to class,
and nation has done to nation—you may hate it, or deify it,
but in either case you have denied its spiritual quality, and
its human reality. You have made it into a thing, to which
the only possible relationship is a power relationship. And
thus, you have fatally impoverished your own reality. You
have, in fact, alienated yourself.”
Le Guin, p. 9
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[American Culture & Sense of Responsibility]
“Merely living in the same city neighborhood or rural town
does not mold people into a community. They must be
working together, usually on a voluntary basis, to try to
make the place where they live better. One of the peculiar
aspects of the American character, in fact, is this sense of
individual responsibility for communal problems. It is the
mark of the American’s sense of responsibility that when
something goes wrong in the community – when the schools
don’t teach children to read, or when the sewers constantly
back up – the citizen presumes he personally can take action
to get things put right. In other societies, people assume that
only someone ‘in government,’ or with city hall, or otherwise
in a position of power or authority can solve such problems.
That anyone can, on his own initiative, seek to rectify some
wrong or improve existing conditions is truly a foreign
concept to non-Americans.”
Margaret Mead: A Voice for the Century
by Robert Cassidy, p. 123
“True individuality can exist only in a community where
each member is responsible for the group’s welfare and where
the group is responsive to the needs of each member. In a
community a man’s individuality is determined by his
personal value to the group. In a mass society it is
determined by the power of his position. Thus, true
individuality is a measure of one’s participation and not a
reflection of one’s isolation.
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In a mass society only the system is important, since any one
person can be replaced with another. And the mass
individual, whether he is at the bottom or top of the heap, is
important only to himself. This system forces people to
become egotists, whose main effort is directed toward
gaining recognition.”
Alexander Lowen, Depression and the Body, pp.
212-213
“…through faith the past is linked to the future. Through
faith the individual is linked to the community.
Communities have been formed by people with a common
faith and they have disintegrated when it was lost.
“Can you imagine a group of egotists trying to establish a
community, with each person interested solely in his own
importance and image? No community was ever founded on
the principle that its only function was the promotion of the
individual’s well-being. The force that binds people…must be
a force that transcends self or at least that narrow aspect of
the self that is called the ego.”
Lowen, p. 213

[8/18/81]

[Rule 1
Life is complicated

Rule 2
No set of rules can possibly encompass all situations for all time.

Rule 3
Life is all important and theoretically has more power and staying power
than death.
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Rule 4
Fear of death, death avoidance, and desire for immortality and continuity
is so powerful that it represents the hidden core of cultural adaptation –
the drivenness of human ambition and the source of most evil in the
world: war, greed, power drives, etc.

Rule 5
Rules 3 and 4 are not antagonistic but they are a result of the new
evolutionary grade that life achieved with the arrival of human selfreflective consciousness and the sense of time as duration.

Rule 6
Love (truth?) (and beauty?) connect to life and reinforce life and direct
life in positive directions.]

[2/82 - The difference between power abused and responsibility is the difference
between denying mortality and enhancing life.]

[The Meaning of Community]
“Real community is based on memory, on ‘shared
experiences over time, …continually revivified by comment,
by reference, by telling the story over and over again,’
Among primitive peoples…relationships were automatically
determined by the kinship system. One could not help but be
part of the community. For one was born into it.”
“This sense of community is lacking in most of the so-called
civilized world…Villages, towns, and cities are built around
the fulfilment of needs – commerce, recreation, government,
industry. Only as an afterthought do its residents concern
themselves with the creation of a community, a place based
on personal relationships grounded in memory.”
Margaret Mead: A Voice for the Century
by Robert Cassidy, pp. 116-117
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“Feelings, individuation, risk-taking, self-discovery are only
parts of the process of relation, and their enhancement is its
by-products. Each is gained only by aiming beyond. Hence,
security is found by hazarding the narrow ridge, freedom by
accepting the other’s confirming presence as one’s destiny.
“The universal looks out at one from the particular face and
the Goal of eternity stands in the presence of this moment.”
Maps of the Mind,
Martin Buber as retold by Charles HampdenTurner, p.127
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“There are … texts about the detailed meaning of which
there is at present no general agreement, and it is perhaps
not superfluous to give a warning that a tendentious writer,
or a non-specialist quoting inadequate translations, or a
specialist in comparative religion who has made up his
mind that Mesopotamian religion conforms to a certain
pattern or who has not kept abreast of recent researches in
Assyriology, is often able to use texts of the kind mentioned
as an apparent proof of very doubtful theories.”
H.W.F. Saggs, The Greatness That Was
Babylon,
New York: Mentor Books, 1962, p. 284

[A warning to the likes of me!]

“So, after a week of tossing and turning and getting dark
bags under my eyes, I did what any sane person does when
faced with insufficient data. I decided to ignore the problem
and hope it would go away. In the meantime, I planned to
take things as they came. Life is too short to worry yourself
into an early grave over something you have no control
over.”
Duncan MacElroy in Which Way to the Ends of
Time?
by Michael McCollum, Analog 5,
Moewig, 1982, ISBN 3-8118-3595-5. p. 63
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[Life]
“You may ask: Where does a person who has been badly hurt
as a child get the courage to risk additional hurt? My
answer is that life is courageous. A person’s courage is a
measure of his life force. As long as a person’s body is frozen
or locked in the pain of loss, his breathing is restricted, his
motility is diminished, and his life force is reduced. A proper
mourning, with all that is entailed in that term, is nature’s
way of overcoming the shock and freeing the spirit. It is the
therapeutic task to provide the patient with the
understanding and the means to accomplish his liberation.”
Alexander Lowen, Depression and the Body,
p. 158

“To be the last person alive is the deepest urge of every real
seeker after power.”
Elias Canetti
1981 Nobel Prize winner in Literature
(Sephardic Jew, born in Bulgaria, writes in
German, lives in England)
from San Francisco Chronicle, 10/16/81

Editor’s Note: Doodle drawings were created by Ross Maxwell and reproduced from
his journal.
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